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Abstract 
The acquisition of Chinese characters and their meanings poses a significant 
challenge for non-native speakers. This paper proposes that an aid to charac-
ter comprehension is recognizing Chinese substructures, akin to using Latin 
roots when analyzing English. Specifically, this paper focuses on not just the 
radical (部首 bu4 shou3) which allegedly carries the character’s meaning, but 
also on the phonetic component (often generically referred to as 偏旁 pian1 
pang2, though that term lacks specificity) which is alleged to only code for 
pronunciation. Our research shows that the phonetic component also codes 
for meaning, and this additional semantic information can be harnessed in 
order to more effectively retain vocabulary. HanziFinder, a first-of-its-kind 
search engine for Chinese Hanzi characters, was developed to investigate the 
potential meaning contribution of the phonetic component. The search en-
gine utilizes a database of 88,884 Chinese characters from the HanaMinA 
typeface acquired freely from GitHub and then redrawn into searchable 
nodes and lines. From this database HanziFinder can assemble a list of cha-
racters containing a specific substructure which can then be sorted by mean-
ing using definitions from Chinese Text Project and Wiktionary. This sorting 
reveals that characters with the same substructure often cluster around spe-
cific semantic themes, making this organization a predictive tool. A pie chart 
representation further illustrates the clustering phenomenon, enabling the 
quantification of a substructure’s weight in driving a character’s meaning. 
This study examined the character “to be, thus, so, therefore; then, only, 
thereupon; really, indeed; as it turned out, after all; namely; (literary) you, 
your, be, hence, but, surprisingly, unexpectedly” (乃) (shortened to “be” 乃) 
as an example, showing that a character containing 乃 had a 59% likelihood 
of having a meaning related to reproduction, a 24% likelihood of being asso-
ciated with utility, and a 17% likelihood of having a meaning associated with 
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a punitive situation. Chinese writing exhibits a gestalt quality, where multiple 
substructures converge to collectively convey meaning. Consequently, the “x, 
y” strategy of using a radical and phonetic component together to narrow 
down meaning space is not robust enough. In this scenario, two different 
axes—x and y—work together to hew irrelevant possibilities, with x representing 
meaning, and y representing the pronunciation. Traditionally, in a “x, y” 
coordinate plane, x and y are equally weighted variables. However, in Chi-
nese, the pronunciation component’s significance is devalued as it is consi-
dered solely phonetic. This devaluation is re-evaluated as this study finds cor-
relations between structures, substructures, and meanings, suggesting phonetic 
components contribute meaning, just like radicals. The universality of certain 
symbols—such as the double-lobed structure of “be” (乃) in representing a 
pregnant female mammal’s body, female mammal breasts, and the concept of 
reproduction—resonates across several ancient written languages, emphasiz-
ing the significance of symbols in cultural propagation and survival. The au-
thor proposes that understanding such correlations could enhance literacy in 
Hanzi and perhaps other written languages. 
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1. Introduction 

The acquisition of Chinese characters and their meanings by the non-native 
speaker is a particularly onerous task. “While learning any language involves a 
great deal of effort, learning a character-based or logosyllabic language like Chi-
nese can prove especially challenging for learners accustomed to syllabic writing 
systems such as English and German,” writes researchers at Montclair State 
University (Olmanson & Liu, 2018). Therefore, any insight into the learning of 
Hanzi—the Mandarin word for the Chinese written language—is a boon. One 
such insight is to recognize that Chinese has semantically meaningful substruc-
tures that play a role similar to that of Latin and Greek roots just like in English 
has Latin roots. In English, those Latin and Greek roots are really “the Legos of 
Linguistics”: meaningful subunits that can be assembled into a semantically 
meaningful unit that has a relationship to its subcomponents. “Bicycle” can be 
decomposed into “two circles” because “bi” in Latin means “two” and “cycle” is 
a “circle”—and that’s what a bicycle looks like. “Monarchy” can be broken down 
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into “one king” because “mono” means “one” and “arch” stands in for 
“king”—the king’s power arches over the populace. About 80% of Chinese writ-
ing is considered similarly decomposed. Hanzi already has two recognisable 
substructures: the first, known as the radical or “bu4 shou3,” contains the 
meaning; and the second, known as the phonetic component, does not have a 
particular name in Chinese, though it is often referred to as the “pian1 pang2” 
(which could mean either component, and thus is not specific (Radical (Chinese 
Characters), https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radical_(Chinese_characters)); the 
lack of a universally recognized term for the phonetic component of a Chinese 
character is part of the frustration when researching and discussing Hanzi). The 
phonetic component is often alleged to contribute no meaning to the charac-
ter—but does it? And if so, how much? That’s what the invention of HanziFind-
er was set out to explore. 

Using the first substructure search engine of Chinese characters, HanziFinder 
(pat. pending; patent application published July 2023), which my colleague Chao 
Xu and I built, we can make a list of characters containing a predesignated sub-
structure from our database of 88,884 characters. By taking this list, and then 
acquiring definitions from Chinese Text Project and/or Wiktionary, we can sort 
these definitions by meaning. Characters containing a particular substructure 
have meanings that often cluster around a small set of themes. This clustering 
can be useful as a prediction tool. A pie chart of semantic probability for any one 
substructure can be created, visually demonstrating the clumping phenomenon. 
The “weight” of a substructure in driving the meaning of a character is quantifi-
able by comparing the meanings of many characters containing that substruc-
ture, clustering them by similarity of meaning, and then dividing the number of 
characters within each cluster by the total number of characters with meanings. 
(Characters without meanings are recorded but not included in the tabulation.) 
In the case of “be” 乃, a character containing this structure as a substructure has 
a 59% likelihood of having a meaning associated with reproduction, a 24% like-
lihood of having a meaning associated with utility, and a 17% likelihood of hav-
ing a meaning associated with a punitive situation (Figure 1). 

 

 
Figure 1. Pie chart of semantic probability for 乃-containing characters plus a break-
down of data. 
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2. Methods 

Our 88,884 characters came from the HanaMinA typeface found for free on Gi-
tHub. Using a drawing tool that Chao created, Meiqin Xia, Huimin Luo, and 
Wenqing Huang spent over a year’s time redrawing this set of 88,884 characters 
into searchable nodes and lines. Quality control (which took another year) was 
handled by Iris Guo. Organizational help came from Maggie Li.  

Once the database was created, the tool was refined by Chao to search these 
nodes-and-lines structures for target candidates. HanziFinder can assemble a list 
of characters containing a specific substructure. Using this list, definitions can be 
obtained from resources such as Chinese Text Project and Wiktionary. Using the 
definitions as the sorting criteria, similar themes are categorized together (as 
seen in the Data section below). A pie chart representation further illustrates the 
clustering phenomenon, enabling the quantification of a substructure’s weight in 
driving a character’s meaning. 

The subjective nature of clustering definitions under an umbrella concept is 
recognized by this author, however, this clustering serves the purpose of creating 
a context with which the Chinese reader can recognize the related nature of such 
乃-containing characters as, for example, “fatigue, paralysis of the foot” 疓, 
“late” 莻, “slow” 䋼, and “thick” 䚮: all consequences of pregnancy. At the 
same time, these words could be considered negative or punitive, most assuredly 
because nature isn’t equitable, and the brunt of reproduction is born by the fe-
male. In both cases—whether one argues for classifying these as reproduc-
tion-related as I have, or punitive (as one could reasonably argue)—the estab-
lishing of an overriding pattern where “structure equates to concept” facilitates 
vocabulary retention as well as anthropological research. 

3. Chinese Writing Uses Two Coordinates to Hew Irrelevant  
Possibilities 

Chinese writing is a gestalt: often two or more substructures coalesce into 
meaning. The radical–phonetic, or the “x, y” characteristic of Chinese writing, is 
a very rational strategy when attempting to narrow the semantic space of a cha-
racter. If a person wants to mark a point in two-dimensional space, they will use 
a graph with two axes: x and y. The two numbers along those axes that corres-
pond to that marked point in space are called “coordinates.” This “two-coordinate” 
method is used to pinpoint one location in two-dimensional space so that it can be 
reliably communicated to others. The strategy of using two coordinates to com-
municate one locus is logical; In fact,  the same system is used in written lan-
guage, but those two coordinates are: 1) the radical/determinative and 2) the pho-
netic/pronunciation. Chinese Hanzi, Ancient Egyptian hieroglyphs, and Sumerian 
cuneiform all employ this bipartite method (Determinative,  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Determinative). 

Two different axes—x and y—work together to hew irrelevant possibilities. 
Two different channels for recording data allow their intersection to enhance the 
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limitations of written language, which can only be seen and not heard. Both se-
mantic and sound data are encoded in these determinative/phonetic-based lan-
guage scripts, but due to the proliferation of homonyms, a selection process oc-
curs. Many choices with similar sound and tone often create confusion, so much 
so that a common method Chinese speakers utilize in order to hone in on a 
word is to use a commonly known form of the word that contains the character 
they mean, then the possessive 的 (de0), and then the exact character the per-
son is talking about, i.e., “the ‘cow’s milk’ ‘milk’ [character]” “牛奶的乃.” The 
fact that this is necessary is indicative as to how many homonyms exist in Man-
darin/Hanyu.  

For example, the word “be” 乃 (nai3) is the same pronunciation as “milk” 
奶 (nai3), and both contain “be” 乃 in their structures, possibly because a ba-
by’s existence depends upon mother’s milk. If a mother dies, often the child does 
as well. This “be” 乃 structure is not considered a radical; perhaps because it 
serves as the phonetic; yet it is also found in the word for “pregnant” 孕. “Preg-
nant” 孕 is pronounced “yun4,” which is not the sound of either of its compo-
nents: “be” 乃 (nai3) or “child” 子 (zi3). The fact that “be” 乃 is in both 
“milk” 奶 and “pregnant” 孕 bears analysis (Figure 2). 

 

 
Figure 2. The relationship between existence (“be”), “milk,” and “pregnant”—all aspects 
of reproduction—shows up in Hanzi. 

 
The character “be” 乃 is like a radical in phonetic clothing, possibly because 

propriety dictates that we do not recognize the similarity between the shape of 
乃 and the shape of the body of a pregnant female. The double-lobed 乃 has so 
many meanings related to procreation because the shape of a pregnant female 
mammal’s body and the shape of female mammal breasts are congruent, conse-
quently one symbol can have multiple associations, especially when it comes to 
reproduction. The character 乃 resonates with many positive facets of preg-
nancy, including the 乃-containing characters “to be filled, curvaceous” 盈, 
“blessings, happiness” 礽, “outstanding” 隽, and “talented” 㑺. 

Though a standard “x, y” graph would bequeath x and y as having equal im-
portance, in written language it would seem that the pronunciation component’s 
significance has been minimized. The fact that “be,” “milk,” and “pregnant”—all 
aspects of reproduction—share a similar component—乃—suggests that this 乃 
structure has a relationship to reproduction, and, as such, has meaning, which is 
what defines a radical. 

Recognizing the correlation between structures, substructures, and meaning 
could boost literacy in Hanzi because pattern creates a path to vocabulary reten-
tion. The fact that there appears to be more semantic information being com-
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municated in a Hanzi character than is currently realized could be leveraged for 
the student’s benefit, and perhaps for the historian’s as well. 

4. The Precursors to “Pregnant” 乃 Exhibit Consistency 

On Hanziyuan.net, a Chinese etymology site, the precursors to “pregnant” 孕 
(Figure 3) appear to be (from top to bottom): Oracle: a woman with an enlarged 
stomach—on close inspection, one can even make out that the baby’s head is in 
the downward position; Seal: a pregnant female mammal body with a baby 
coming out below; Liushutong (2nd century BC): (first two) unknown. The last 
Liushutong character resembles the Seal character. Both of them resemble the 
Hanzi character (simplified and traditional) for “pregnant” 孕 (Sears,  
http://hanziyuan.net/#乃). 
 

 
Figure 3. The precursors to “pregnant” 孕 on HanziYuan.net. 

 
The character “female” 女 signifies for key characteristics known to be under 

female providence: “milk” 奶 and “pregnant, to conceive” 㚺 (an older cha-
racter). Pregnancy often results in a baby. Therefore, this “pregnant” 孕 con-
cept can logically be used with the traditional “fish” 魚 radical found in the 
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character “small fish, spawn, or roe, frog group” 䱆 (Sturgeon,  
https://ctext.org/dictionary.pl?if=en&char=䱆). “Fish” 魚 plus “pregnant” 孕 
means “roe.” (There is no precursor listed for 䱆.) The literal translation “fish 
pregnant” logically equates to “fish eggs” because women and other female ani-
mals carry eggs/ovum. 

5. Noah’s Ark Is the World’s First Sex Education: 2 by 2, Male  
and Female 

Human survival was based upon recognizing the importance of reproduction. 
The first book of the Bible is Genesis, and it is about generating more. One of the 
first stories is Noah’s Ark, which is the world’s first sex education: two by two, 
male and female. A less specific version of this story is from the Epic of Gilga-
mesh, which is 2500 years older than the Bible. The importance of owning 
breeding pairs was propagated via written language. The Noah’s Ark story 
wouldn’t have had as much staying power if the line had been single file. 

An Ancient Egyptian hieroglyph meaning “pregnancy/birth” (Figure 4) em-
ploys a substantially similar structure to the Hanzi character for “pregnant”: 孕 
(Gardiner, 1927). 

 

 
Figure 4. Ancient Egyptian hieroglyph for “woman giving birth.” 

 
Both depictions—Ancient Egyptian and Chinese—show the body of a woman 

with a child coming out of her conceptual bottom. The Ancient Egyptian cha-
racter for “pregnant woman” (Figure 5) depicts a woman with a slightly larger 
stomach, especially as compared with the woman giving birth above (Gardiner, 
1927). 

 

 
Figure 5. Ancient Egyptian hieroglyph for “pregnant woman.” 

 
By contrasting two ancient languages—Chinese Hanzi and Ancient Egyptian 

hieroglyphs—one can recognize the universality of a double-lobed shape such as 
乃 representing a pregnant female mammal’s body, while at the same time also 
representing both breasts filled with milk, and female mammal breasts in general.  
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6. A Pregnant Female Is the Rate-Limiting Step toward  
Building a Civilization 

Farms and harems are both breeding prisons: one male, many females. Both sit-
uations allow for the production of abundance. When humans recognized the 
importance of pregnant female mammals to a tribe’s survival, they used this in-
formation pictorially. Ancient depictions of women giving birth have been 
found in Egypt (Figure 6)  

(https://www.alamy.com/stock-photo-hieroglyph-of-woman-giving-birth-at-the
-temple-to-crocodile-god-sobek-21978365.html) and Italy (Figure 7)  
(https://www.eurekalert.org/news-releases/713951). 

 

 
Figure 6. Ancient Egyptian depiction of a woman giving birth to a child at the temple to 
Sobek, the crocodile god, at Kom Ombo in Egypt, circa second century BCE. 
 

 
Figure 7. Mugello Valley Archeological Project, which oversees the Poggio Colla excava-
tion—a 2700-year-old Etruscan settlement in Italy—found this small fragment of a ceramic 
vessel which depicts a woman giving birth to a child. This depiction is circa 600 BCE. 

 
Literate humans belong to a fertility culture. We celebrate birth. In the Chinese 

word for “good” 好, we have the wedding of “female” 女 and “child” 子 to-
gether in one character, but their close association conveniently changes the mean-
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ing of “female” into “mother” and depicts “mother and child.” Context is every-
thing in Chinese. When “female” (which is anachronistically also used for ani-
mals other than human) is next to “child,” the meaning of this character is “good,” 
ostensibly because everyone knows in a culture which is focused upon fertility, 
fecundity, and procreation, that “mother” plus “child” is “good” (Figure 8). 

 

 
Figure 8. In Hanzi, “good” 好 is composed of two pieces: “female” 女 and “child” 子, 
which magically turns “female” into “mother.” 

 
The ubiquity of this Chinese character “good” 好 is evident in that it is the 

“how” in “knee how,” (ni3 hao3) which means “Hello” 你好. Every time Chi-
nese speakers greet each other, they are basically saying, “You mother and 
child,” which magically turns into “You good.” This phrase has become so 
commonplace, it is no longer a question. It is assumed you are good. It is as-
sumed that the combo of mother-and-child is good because if fertility weren’t 
the focus of every successful civilization, those civilizations would not have been 
successful. 

The 120 billion people who have been born on this earth  
(https://www.prb.org/articles/how-many-people-have-ever-lived-on-earth/) re-
quire the existence of a lot of mothers and offspring, which also necessitates an 
exponentially large amount of sexual intercourse between female and male hu-
mans. The image of “mother and child” is more prominent than other images of 
fertility because society has deemed it more pleasant to see the result of sexual 
congress than its enactment. Consequently, “Mother + child = good” is a uni-
versal motif. This specific duo is found not just in Chinese and the East, but also 
in the iconography of Isis and Horus of Ancient Egypt (Figure 9)  
(https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/570684), and Mary and Je-
sus of Christianity (Figure 10)  
(https://www.flickr.com/photos/adavey/3424334012/). 

 

 
Figure 9. Isis and Horus, 664-30 BCE. 
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Figure 10. Mary and Jesus as depicted on a painting in a 13th century Ethiopian Christian 
Orthodox church. 

 
For thousands of years we have revered mothers, so it is consistent to see the 

profile of a pregnant mammal’s body in the structure of “be” 乃, “milk” 奶 and 
“pregnancy” 孕. In fact, there is a similarity of structure in words related to re-
production in other ancient languages. In Ancient Egyptian, the character for 
“milk” includes double lobes reminiscent of the capital letter “B” rotated 90 de-
grees counterclockwise. In writing, structure seems to matter more than orienta-
tion, and here is a good example. This depiction of “milk” in Ancient Egyptian 
hieroglyphs (Figure 11) most likely shows mammaries, even though Egyptolo-
gists characterize a single “mound” as “a loaf” of bread (Gardiner, 1927: p. 27).  

 

 
Figure 11. Ancient Egyptian hieroglyph for “to make milk”; /ir/ means “to make”; the 
two “loaves” (breasts?) represent the /tt/ sound of “milk.” 

 
The sound /tt/ means “milk” in this word (“ir” means “to make”) and is 

represented by the double half circles (Gardiner, 1927). That half circle (the al-
phabet’s capital “D” rotated 90 degrees counterclockwise) was the sound /t/, 
which was the feminine ending for all female mammals in Ancient Egyptian 
(Figure 12) (Gardiner, 1927). Female humans were conflated with female 
mammals in written language, which is why I designate “female mammal” as 
opposed to “female human.” 

This female /t/ signifier shows up in Hebrew as well in phrases that reference 
females, such as “Bat Mitzvah,” which is a female rite of passage, versus the more 
well-known “Bar Mitzvah” for males. A single /t/ or hump might stand for “fe-
male” in Ancient Egyptian and Hebrew, but two “T’s” or two humps seem to 
stand for reproduction-related words more consistently. Sometimes just doubl-
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ing the character is enough to suggest breasts, as in the Hanzi word for “tits” 咪
咪. 

 

 
Figure 12. Male counterparts to female versions lack the /t/ ending (noted in pink) which 
is represented in Ancient Egyptian by the shape that looks like one breast—although 
goddesses and princesses get two!—and is used to signify for females, including sows, an 
animal that cannot make bread but does have teats. 

 
In Hebrew, דד means “nipple.” Words with double “T’s” have a great deal of 

resonance with female mammaries: “teats” and “tits” in English, tetas in Spanish. 
In Chinese, the word for “Mrs.” is 太太 (tai4 tai) and it looks like two protru-
sions. One 太 means “extreme,” so this word is literally “doubly extreme,” 
which is what the breasts of a wife generally were in a time before birth control. 
The word 奶奶 (nai3 nai) means “grandmother,” specifically one’s “father’s 
mother.” Both דד and 太太 appear to emulate female breasts symbolically. On 
the other hand, 奶奶 is literally “milk milk,” so this suggests “female breasts” in 
a more conceptual (though still double!) way by orally and semantically ac-
knowledging one’s father’s mother as having nourished two generations (Figure 
13). 

 

 
Figure 13. The power of two: the same repeated symbol—particularly if those symbols jut 
out—suggests breasts because breasts come in twos and they hang off the body in a canti-
levered way. 

 
In every ancient written language, a special character denotes “female” be-

cause females have value due to their procreative nature. There are a variety of 
ways to signify for “female,” but double “humps” have metaphorically represented 
“fecundity” for a long time. Four different written languages have double-lobed 
structures with reproduction associations: Chinese, Ancient Egyptian, Thai, and 
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Sumerian. “Be,” “milk,” “pregnant,” “mother,” and “child” are all the results of 
sex (Figure 14). Chinese also has the character for “mother” 母 not included 
here because its orientation is not identical, but one can still see the double box-
es, both with dots. The dots could signify for “working breasts” (similar to 太
太) because “working breasts” define a “mother.” 
 

 
Figure 14. Six representations of four different written languages that depict an aspect of 
reproduction with a double-lobed structure. 

7. Eyes and Breasts Are Both Targets 

Symbols are the vehicles that allow the propagation of a culture. A vehicle carries 
cargo. That cargo can be meaning. The imprinting on the brain of a shape-to- 
meaning relationship creates a pattern. That pattern emerges from structures that 
are important to humans. For example, the words related to sight show similari-
ty because most humans have two eyes, so the concept of seeing is represented 
bilaterally (Figure 15). 
 

 
Figure 15. Words for “eye/behold” in six written languages show similarity in that they 
all depict a face. Six languages, none considered related, yet the concept of seeing is de-
picted with the same caricatured bilateral symmetry—note the features all bias to the left. 
Humans are significantly more alike than we realize. 
 

Eyes and breasts are both targets, a dot inside a circle. Humans are drawn to 
circular targets because they might be full of substance—fluid that could aid our 
survival in a time of uncertain water resources. The two breasts of our mother as 
she feeds us from them is the first positive experience an infant has after emer-
gence. The universality of two circles as enticing to humans is impregnated in 
language because that attraction equated to human survival. Our existence is 
predicated upon females becoming mammas, and those mammas’ mammaries 
becoming full of milk; therefore, double-lobed symbols representing motherly 
shapes are recreated in written language. 

In Chinese, the structure of “be” 乃 resembles the alphabet’s capital letter 
“B”—and this bears analysis, as well as the fact that “B” starts many words re-
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lated to reproduction, such as “baby,” “breast,” “bosom,” “boob,” “breed,” 
“bride,” “brood,” “bear,” “beget,” “biology,” “bud,” “birth,” “blossom,” etc. 
(Figure 16). We can see how Hanzi has a relationship to other ancient languag-
es. Could Chinese and English also have similar structures that share congruent 
meanings? Symbols are simplified shapes that can conflate multiple meanings. 
Experts tell us, the letter “A” was also the head of a cow; the letter “G” was a 
throwing stick. But when they say the letter “B” is a house, they are not realizing 
that “house” is synonymous with “female mammals” because that is where fe-
male mammals were kept because they were valuable. It is not a stretch to think 
that the capital “B” is a picture of a pregnant female mammal and specifically a 
female human (the bottom of the “B” is always bigger than the top as a pregnant 
female human would be). A pregnant female human is two humans in one, 
therefore, two bulges. It is also not a stretch to think that the letter “B” is a pic-
ture of life-giving female mammal breasts, which also come in twos. No matter 
what, the letter “B”—as second in the alphabet—is all about the number “two.” 

 

 
Figure 16. The similarity between “be” 乃 and the alphabet’s capital B is not only one of 
structure but also one of meaning: reproduction. 

 
The prefix “bi” means “two together,” as in “bicycle,” “bilateral,” “bicentenni-

al,” and “bite.” The prefix “di” means “two apart,” as in “divorce,” “divide,” 
divvy,” “dialogue. Capital “D” utilizes only one of “B’s” lobes. “D” is half of “B.” 
“D” is “B” divided into two because “D” is about division. In fact, “D’s” structure 
is so equivalent to “half” of a whole that “D” is a half of a circle. Right there in 
the shapes of the letters are clues to the meanings of the words in which they re-
side: for example, “biology” is “life” because two individuals, in most cases, must 
come together in order to conceive.  

The alphabet, like Chinese Hanzi, can be analyzed structurally for meaning. 
Using both structure and anthropology together—another “x, y” strategy—one 
can decode written language for its underlying patterns, patterns conferred upon 
written language by the human focus on reproduction. These patterns based 
upon fertility could be harnessed for better vocabulary retention in all languages. 
In addition, the contribution female mammals have made to human existence 
and civilization—all the way down to the physical forms of our written 
scripts—should be recognized. 

8. The Data 

The logical relationship in meaning between words that share a common Hanzi 
substructure can be seen in the sorted-by-meaning list below of characters con-
taining 乃. 
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Number Unicode Character Definitions Commentary 

1 \U4E43 乃 

be; to be; then; really, in-
deed; as it turned out, after 
all; namely 

“Be” is existence. Reality precedes the abstract. The reality is 
that sex, “as it turns out,” causes pregnancy. Existence comes 
through the bodies of females. This character depicts both a 
pregnant female body and female mammary glands simulta-
neously. We are mammals because we drink milk from the 
mammaries of females who are mammas. The ubiquity of 
this “be” 乃 character shows that mammas of all species are 
conflated, and the idea of “pregnancy” and “birth” extends to 
fish—䱆, birds—隽, trees—朶 and more. 

2 \U5B55 孕 
be pregnant, pregnancy Most likely a depiction of a pregnant female with offspring 

emerging from her bottom. This relationship of offspring 
emerging from a mother is visible in “cluster of flowers” 朶 
as if the flowering “tree” 木 was born from “be” 乃. “Ear of 
grain” 秀 is another kind of offspring, but this version with 
“grain” 禾 on top of “be” 乃 is at the peak of its flowering. 

3 \U36BA 㚺 (non-classical form of 孕) 
to be pregnant; to conceive 

The addition of the female radical 女 clarifies that child-
birth is a female activity. 

4 \U5C15 尕 
small (used in place names) Could this represent birth, similar to 孕 and 㚺? Babies are 

small humans, so logically they might represent the concept 
of something “small” emerging from the mother’s bottom. 

5 \U5976 奶 
milk; woman’s breasts; nurse Metonymy tells us that a symbol can have more than one 

meaning. “Be” 乃 is both a depiction of a pregnant woman 
and a depiction of breasts, which is why this is “woman’s 
breasts” fronted by the female radical 女. This character also 
means “mistress” as in “二奶.” 

6 \U4C46 䱆 (same as 鱦) small fish, 
spawn, or roe, frog group 

Literally “fish” 鱼 “pregnant” 孕 = “fish eggs” or “roe” 䱆. 

7 \U76C8 盈 

“to fill; to be full of; to be 
filled with; to have a surplus; 
to have excess; (of a person’s 
body, or handwriting) 
well-developed; full-grown; 
shapely; curvaceous; plump; 
(obsolete) vigorous; exube-
rant; (literary) to reach; (li-
terary) to increase; (obso-
lete) proud; arrogant;  
a surname. 

“An allofam is perhaps 孕... as well as 填...” (Schuessler, 
2007). 
 
Not hard to see the fertility/reproduction aspect of this cha-
racter. 

8 \U6C16 氖 
neon There is no ancient record of this character which is “gas” 气

plus “be” 乃. “Well-developed; full-grown; shapely; curva-
ceous; plump...” 盈 females are like neon lights to men: they 
both attract the eyes. Consequently, they were historically 
sequestered because they were easily stolen due to their val-
ue.  
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9 \U579C 垜 

heap; buttress; battlements Females attract males, as does abundance, consequently this 
necessitates the need to protect ones’ asses and one’s assets. 
“Earth” 土 (a wall) protecting “a cluster of flowers” 朶
describes a fortress. “Buttress,” “fortress,” and “address” end 
with the feminine “-ess” ending as they are structures which 
protect females. Females and buildings are synonymous be-
cause females are so valuable due to their reproductive capa-
bilities that they must be safely contained so that no one can 
steal them. A pregnant women’s body is also the buttress for 
the baby, a word that appears to have both “butt” and “ess” 
(ass?) in it as a kind of reclarification. 

10 \U8EB1 躱 
hide; avoid “Body” 身 plus “a cluster of flowers” 朶 which really de-

picts a pregnant tree. Pregnant animals sequestered because 
they are so valuable and vulnerable. The baby is also hidden 
in the mother’s uterus because that is a void. 

11 \U96BD 隽 

superior, outstanding, ta-
lented 

“Bird” 隹 plus “be” 乃 suggests a pregnant bird, which 
means eggs. “Don’t count your chickens before they hatch” 
tells us how important those eggs were. A bird that lays eggs 
is outstanding because it is producing. This 隽 character is a 
variant of 雋 which looks like a “battlement” though the 
bottom is allegedly an archery “bow” 弓 (in an unusual 
rotation). Battlements and bows are historically needed to 
protect female animals. This kind of protection has a strong 
association with characters containing  “be” 乃; for exam-
ple, “battlement” 垜. 

12 \U347A 㑺 
(a variant of [“talented, ca-
pable; handsome”] 俊) su-
perior, handsome, refined, 
eminent 

A “bird” 隹 plus “be” 乃 suggests a pregnant bird, which 
means eggs. “Person” 亻 suggests a possible owner of the 
bird, which suggests a landowner, and therefore “eminent.” 
Society finds eminent men “handsome.” 

13 \U3766 㝦 
to accumulate; to amass; to 
store up, superior, hand-
some, refined, eminent 

This suggests a hen house (“bird” 隹 plus “be” 乃 suggests 
a pregnant bird, which means eggs) kept under a “roof” 宀. 
Metaphorically this means “acquisitions.” 

14 \U3689 㚉 
(corrupted form) to make a 
profit on sell and buy; the 
profit in business, (inter-
changeable 嬴) a [sic] over 
plus [sic]; gain; profit; ab-
undance 

Abundance is equated with the pregnant female body. Per-
haps 㚉 is related to 夃, which has no listed meaning but is 
a variant of 沽 and means “buy and sell; inferior in quality.” 
Inferior because there’s a surplus? 

15 \U6736 朶 
cluster of flowers; earlobe. A “cluster of flowers” is an “abundance” of flowers. Flowers 

have reproductive associations. This appears to literally de-
pict a pregnant tree. 
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16 \U79C0 秀 
ear of grain; flowering, lux-
uriant; refined, elegant, 
graceful; handsome, supe-
rior, (literary) to grow, to 
bloom, (of crops) to produce 
ears. 

Abundance, flowering, and grain are all associated with re-
production, an activity that is revered in a fertility culture 
like a patriarchy. The connection between the structures of 
“earlobe” 朶 above, and “ear of grain” 秀 is that they are 
inverted vertically with a nearly similar character—”tree” 木
or “grain” 禾, respectively. “Ear” is the offspring of the plant. 

17 \U44B3 䒳 (same as U+6736 朵) a 
flower; a cluster of flowers; a 
bud, lobe of the ear 

Flowers and buds have reproductive associations. 

18 \U82BF 芿 grass which has been cut and 
regrown; wild grass 

Fecundity. “Again” 仍 plus “grass” 艹. 

19 \U4127 䄧 a kind of grain Grain has reproductive associations. It is the seed that starts 
the process anew. 

20 \U4ECD 仍 
yet, still, as ever; again; keep 
-ing [sic], continuing 

Females having babies is a continuing universal reality, espe-
cially considering that 亻is, by default, “male,” and the in-
stigator of reproduction. (Women can die from one time of 
having sex due to hazards of childbirth, so they do not drive 
the birthrate.) 

21 \U83BB 莻 late 

“Late” has strong associations with fertility because child-
birth is unpredictable and often deadly. In this character, 
there is a barrier 匕 to the opening 口. (For the association 
of “barrier” with “spoon, knife” 匕, recognize that a knife is 
a weapon.) “Weeds” or “grass” 艹 also seem to block the 
way. 

22 \U7593 疓 fatigued; (Cant.) paralysis of 
the foot 

Fatigue and foot paralysis happen when a woman gets preg-
nant. 

23 \U42FC 䋼 
slow; leisurely, to delay; to 
slacken, silk ribbons 

“To fill, full...etc.” 盈—the right side of this charac-
ter—would make one slow, most likely because one is preg-
nant or a fatigued new mother. “Silk ribbons” signifies for 
females, babies, and sex. They also could reference female 
foot binding, which also made women slow. 

24 \U46AE 䚮 thicker, heavy, still; yet Pregnancy involves getting thicker and heavier. 

25 \U793D 礽 
blessings, happiness Blessing are given and happiness is felt when a woman gets 

pregnant after the “social custom” 礼 (“cult”礻) of mar-
riage. When the sanctioned union produces offspring, the 
reigning culture adds another convert. 

26 \U643A 携 
lead by hand, take with; 
carry 

A “bird” 隹 plus “be” 乃 suggests a pregnant bird, which 
means eggs. The radical being “hand” 扌 logically equates 
to “carry.” This is the action one takes with a child or subor-
dinate. 
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27 U\3A57 㩗 
(non-classical form of 攜) 
to lead by the hand, to con-
duct to; to take with 

As seen with the previous character, a “bird” 隹 plus “be” 
乃 with a “hand”扌equates to “carry.” With the addition of 
the “mountain” 山¡ªwhich suggests a location—this refines 
携 “to lead by the hand” into 㩗 “to conduct” to a place. 

28 \U8A98 誘 persuade, entice, induce; 
guide 

“Entice” is “spoken” 言 “blossoming” 秀 and suggests 
seduction, which directly relates to procreation.  

29 \U8BF1 诱 persuade, entice, induce; 
guide 

The simplified form of 誘. “Entice” is “spoken” 
讠”blossoming” 秀. “Entice” implies “lure,” which is a 
common technique used to impregnate a woman. 

30 \U20BA8 𠮨𠮨 (Cant.) to tie, tow; bring 
along 

To tow along, like a child, especially attached to a breast, 
which seems to be what this represents. 

31 \U47AC 䞬 
(same as 透) to pass 
through, to let out; to let 
through 

Like a baby or a penis through a vagina. “Menstrual cycle” 
月经 is literally “monthly pass through,” so this sets a 
precedent for “pass through” having a relationship to female 
genitals. Reproduction is the quintessential metaphor. 

32 \U900F 透 penetrate, pass through To pass through: like a baby or a penis through a vagina. 

33 \U3A15 㨕 
to shoulder; to take on the 
shoulder; to take upon one-
self 

“Hand” 扌 plus “well-developed” 盈 is “to shoulder.” The 
shoulder is near the breast. Mothers shoulder responsibility 
because for millennia we did not know who the father is (and 
really still don’t unless the persons in question undertake 
DNA testing). 

34 \U36C6 㛆 
to speculate; to conjecture; 
to assume; to make an 
intelligent guess; to fathom, 
(of a woman) beautiful, used 
in girl’s name 

Speculating whether a woman is a virgin? Whether she can 
produce children? Whether she is pregnant? Whether the 
child’s father is known? This character could also be sorted 
in the “Punitive” category, except that its definition includes 
“beautiful.” 

35 \U37A7 㞧 
(ancient form of 會) to 
meet, to gather, to be able, to 
understand 

Two representations of high places: mountains and breasts, 
like the Grand Tetons. High places are where people gather 
to discuss news, like births and deaths, because it is safest as 
it is easy to see if strangers approach.  

36 \U3D6C 㵬 Used in a person’s name Possibly recognizing the significance of birth and fullness to 
existence, hence, “be” 乃is recorded in a name. 

37 \U93B8 鎸 
engraving tool; carve, en-
grave 

A mother has been “engraved” by a male’s semen. The me-
taphorical nature of Hanzi illustrates this with the character 
for “man” 男 which has “power” 力 on the bottom. “Pow-
er” 力is “knife” 刀 with a better handle. 

38 \U954C 镌 engraving tool; carve, en-
grave 

A mother has been “engraved” by a male’s semen.  
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39 \U7D89 綉 
embroider; embroidery; 
ornament 

Embroidery uses a sharp needle. Considered women’s work, 
it is often done for weddings, baby showers, and for pay. The 
characters 糸, 糹, 纟, 絲, 丝 all mean “silk.” 

40 \U7EE3 绣 embroider; embroidery; 
ornament 

Embroidery uses a sharp needle. Considered women’s work, 
it is often done for weddings, baby showers, and for pay.  

41 \U3C8C 㲌 

Dog’s hair There are two parts to this character: “hair” 毛 and “be” 乃. 
There are two words in the definition: “hair” and “dog.” This 
means that “dog” and “be” 乃are synonymous. Likening a 
pregnant or nursing women to a dog is not uncommon; i.e., 
the phrase “son of a bitch,” implies that the mother is a dog, 
typically because the father is unknown. The data show that 
“be” 乃can accompany “female” in “milk” 奶; “child” in 
“pregnant” 孕; “tree” in “cluster of flowers’ 朶;  “grain” in 
“blossoming” 秀; “bird” in “outstanding” 隽; and “gas” in 
“neon” 氖. “Be” 乃 ultimately means “to produce,” be it 
child, seed, or light. 

42 \U3EB1 㺱 
a kind of jade “Again” 仍 plus “jade”: such an abundance of jade that the 

ubiquity cheapens its value. Just another piece of jade... 
Interesting that “jade” also means “a worthless horse,” 
“disreputable woman,” and “flirtatious girl.” 

43 \U7407 琇 
coarse variety of jasper or 
jade 

“King” 王 is sometimes substituted for its superstructure 
“jade” 玉. “Blossoming” 秀 seems to confer a non-positive 
association, hence “coarse.” 

44 \U3EEA 㻪 
a kind of jade (same as 璿 

璇) fine jade 
“King” 王 is sometimes substituted for its superstructure 
“jade” 玉, no doubt because the king owns all the wealth. 
“Bird” 隹 plus “be” 乃 suggests a pregnant bird, which 
means eggs. Could jade be the “king’s eggs” in the same way 
that a pearl is an oyster’s metaphorical egg?  

45 \U3B41 㭁 
a kind of tree, a kind of 
lumber used to stop a car-
riage 

“Wooden rammer or pestle, place” 檇 is synonymous with 
槜 (even though 槜 does not have a meaning attached to 
it). They both—㭁 and 槜—have phallic associations, which 
makes sense given the relationship that “be” 乃 has to 
reproduction. 

46 \U6979 楹 
column, pillar; numerary 
adjunct 

Another phallic association that functions as a base to a 
building, creating a container, similar to a mother’s womb. A 
measure word (“numerary adjunct”) is a kind of base within 
the sentence, a noun which facilitates counting in a time of 
abundance (one loaf of bread, one drop of blood, one ounce 
of strength, etc.). 

47 \U9F10 鼐 
incense tripod “Large, three-legged bronze caldron [sic]” 鼎 plus “be” 乃 

suggests that the “be” 乃 component adds the sense of odor 
to this tripod. Males are aroused by the smell of females. 
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48 \U3DEA 㷪 
(a variant) fat; rich, a stew of 
fish 

Could this be egg soup? Or milk metaphorically? For sure it 
has a fishy odor, which men associate with women. 

49 \U442A 䐪 
(same as standard form 臇) 
fat; rich, a stew of fish 

Could this be egg soup? Or milk metaphorically? For sure it 
has a fishy odor, which men associate with women. 

50 \U6254 扔 
throw, hurl; throw away, 
cast 

What often happens when there is abundance, be it eggs or 
offspring. Abundance creates waste. 

51 \U83A0 莠 
weeds, tares; undesirable, 
evil 

“Grass” 艹 plus “grain” 秀is uncontrolled growth, hence 
bad. 

52 \U8DE5 跥 
stamp feet “Cluster of flowers” 朶 plus “feet” 足 equals “stamp,” 

which is a violent act.  

53 \U5234 刴 
chop by pounding, mince, 
hash 

“Cluster of flowers” 朶 here could mean herbs, seeds, 
grains, plus “knife” 刂 equals “hash.”  

54 U+22B46 𢭆𢭆 
to draw out; to levy; to strike “Blossoming” 秀plus “hand” 扌 equals “to draw out.” 

“Milking” is a metaphor for bleeding or fleecing. To milk the 
populace by levying a tax. 

55 \U4BEE 䯮 
disheveled hair “Hair” 髟 plus “be” 乃 suggests that “be” 乃 equates to 

“disheveled.” The state of motherhood?  

56 \U6224 戤 
to infringe a trade-mark; to 
pledge an article 

Surplus creates trade violations? To infringe is negative. 

57 \U92B9 銹 

rust, corrode Rust, iron oxide, is metaphorically metal sprouting: “Blos-
soming” 秀 plus “metal” 金. Rust and blood are both red 
due to their iron content. During a non-pregnant woman’s 
monthly menstrual cycle, she passes blood. Could this be 
why there is an association between 尼 and 泥? Nuns have 
no sex, therefore no babies, and consequently regular 
menses. Mud and blood had a similar appearance to the 
writers of Hanzi.  

58 \U9508 锈 rust, corrode Oxidation out of control, destroying something valuable. 

59 \U414E 䅎 different; to distinguish In a homogeneous society, “different” is perceived as nega-
tive.  
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9. Conclusion 

Hanzi Finder, a Hanzi substructure search engine, is a tool that can help analyze 
the influence that component structures have in determining a Chinese charac-
ter’s meaning by finding all characters that contain a particular component. 
Comparing the definitions of characters that have the same components facili-
tates the clustering of meanings into categories which can serve as prediction 
tools. Using reproduction as the orienting theme for such categorizations may 
seem subjective, but considering that replicating is of prime importance to the 
human animal based upon the eight billion people currently living on this planet, 
analysis using an anthropological angle seems rational. Recognizing the role that 
sex and reproduction play in language could be an aid to literacy. 
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